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NEW QUESTION 1
Which three features does an ASA 5506-X appliance with FirePOWER Services provide? (Choose three.)

A. reliable visibility
B. data loss prevention
C. NGIPS
D. next generation firewall
E. URL filtering
F. Talos

Answer: ACD

NEW QUESTION 2
Which two aspects of Cisco solutions save customers money? (Choose two.)

A. 100 percent effectiveness
B. Faster integration
C. Fewer resources to manage
D. Lowest-cost solutions
E. Incentives programs
F. Complete replacement of current infrastructure

Answer: BC

NEW QUESTION 3
Which licensing feature enables customers to better manage their software assets and optimize their IT spend?

A. Cisco ONE
B. Smart Accounts
C. Enterprise License Agreements
D. License Bundling

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 4
How does Cisco TrustSec help secure sensitive data and regulating network access?

A. email security
B. leverage file reputation
C. ensure compliance
D. provide customer choice
E. traffic tagging

Answer: E

NEW QUESTION 5
Which attribute does Cisco Talos possess?

A. ability to detect threats across all layers of defense
B. third-party applications integrated through comprehensive APIs
C. real-time threat intelligence
D. detection of threats communicated within 24 hours of occurrence
E. blocks threats in real time

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 6
Which two options are solutions and features of campus and branch threat-centric solution? (Choose two)

A. Enabled and protected investment
B. File retrospection and trajectory
C. NGFW and NGIPS
D. Network analytics
E. Behavioral indication of compromise

Answer: CD

NEW QUESTION 7
Which two options are important drivers of the current security threat landscape? (Choose two)

A. Growing ecosystem
B. Decreasing third-party applications
C. Expanding complexity
D. Decreasing sophistication
E. Decreasing ecosystem
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NEW QUESTION 8
In addition to protection, control, and flexibility, which two business values are included in Cisco value propositions? (Choose two.)

A. Support
B. Completeness
C. Cost effectiveness
D. Scalability
E. Integration

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 9
Which three security vectors must customers monitor to overcome security challenges? (Choose three.)

A. cloud apps
B. remote and central
C. hackers device
D. campus and breach
E. malware protection
F. data center

Answer: BDF

NEW QUESTION 10
Which application works with customers to eliminate security gaps and ensure safe data access and storage in the cloud across devices?

A. AnyConnect
B. Cloudlock
C. Stealthwatch
D. TrustSec
E. AMP Threat Grid
F. Next Generation Firewall

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 11
Which two options are features of Cisco Enterprise License Agreements? (Choose two.)

A. limited consumption models
B. up-front pricing
C. one agreement for each part of the business
D. unforeseen costs and fees down the road
E. organic growth up to 20%
F. short-term lifespan under 1 year

Answer: BE

NEW QUESTION 12
Which two options are products and benefits of the mobile threat-centric solution? (Choose two)

A. enforced device security policies with Meraki
B. enhanced control access with ISE and Cloudlock
C. device phishing protection through AMP
D. automated policy enforcement with ASAv
E. software-defined segmentation through TrustSec

Answer: AB

NEW QUESTION 13
Which customer cost saver leverages current infrastructures without buying new appliances and avoids lengthy customizations?

A. faster integration
B. fewer resources to manage
C. flexible licensing
D. less time scoping a breach

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 14
Which three options are main areas of the Cisco Security Portfolio? (choose three)

A. roaming security
B. ASA and NGIPS
Answer: CDE

NEW QUESTION 15
Which two options are Cisco policy and access solutions? (Choose two.)

A. Next-Generation Intrusion Prevention System
B. AnyConnect
C. email security
D. web security
E. Next-Generation Firewall
F. identity service engine

Answer: BF

NEW QUESTION 16
Which three attack vectors are protected by web security? (Choose three.)

A. voicemail
B. mobile
C. cloud apps
D. web
E. virtual machines
F. endpoints

Answer: BDF

NEW QUESTION 17
Which two options are solutions and features of the web threat-centric solution? (Choose two)

A. URL filtering
B. CTA and threat defense
C. Email security
D. Identity and access control
E. Data loss prevention

Answer: AE

NEW QUESTION 18
Which three options are solutions and features of the cloud apps threat-centric solution? (Choose three.)

A. Cloud App Security
B. CTD and Network Analytics
C. remote access VPN
D. accelerated threat response
E. complete policy management
F. cloud data loss prevention

Answer: ADF

NEW QUESTION 19
Which Cisco business values are demonstrated by cutting IT administrative costs and leveraging current hardware?

A. completeness
B. protection
C. flexibility
D. control
E. cost effectiveness

Answer: E

NEW QUESTION 20
Which customer cost saver has examples like centralized management and automatic updates?

A. faster integration
B. flexible licensing
C. fewer resources to manage
D. less time scoping a breach

Answer: C
NEW QUESTION 21
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